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ABSTRACT 

Name    : Dita 

Reg. Number  : 40300114070 

Department  : English and Literature Department 

Faculty  : Adab and Humanities  

Title                  : Adaptation of Novel into The Film Inferno 2016 

Supervisor I  : Dr. Rosmah Tami, S. Ag., M.Sc., MA.  

Supervisor II  : Masykur Rauf, S. Hum., M., Pd. 

This research discussed about adaptation of novel into the film Inferno 2016. 

This research aimed to find out adaptation of novel into film that found what the 

differences are and adapter‘s motivation or reason in the changes of both works that 

related with the audiences‘ commentary. The research focused on what and why of 

four chapters in Linda Hutcheon theory about the differences and the motivation. 

Then, the data were analyzed using qualitative method. The researcher used note 

taking as the instrument to find out the valid data. This findings show that there were 

two different among the structural and mix of plays between novel and film, and the 

motivation or reason of adapter adapting the novel into the film. The researcher 

concluded that the differences in the structural and the mix play are character, plot 

and setting and three motivations or reasons of the adapter are the economy, the legal 

constrains, and the audience. 

 

Keywords: The Differences, the Audiences, the Adapter, Adaptation Theory by 

Linda Huctheon, Novel, Script, Film, Trailer.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 There are five parts of this chapter; background, research questions, 

objectives of the research, significance of the research and scope of the research.   

A. Background  

Term of adaptation can be used to see forms and process of one literary work 

to another such as novel transformed into film and focused the process of both. 

Novels and films are not only as medium to analysis in adaptation theory but also 

poems, plays, and another kind of literary work. Hutcheon (2006: XI) said that, the 

stories of poems, novels, plays, operas, paintings, songs, dances, and tableaux 

vivants were constantly being adapted from one medium to another and then back 

again. Thus, adaptation is one of some theories to analysis literary works that not 

only focus in one or more product of literary works but also to found the motivation 

as the aspect from adapter‘s motivation. 

Adaptation of novel into film is generally to find variety of new forms in 

literature that has some steps of process. The film as the result of process and has the 

difference from novel because the movement will make a change. Someone cannot 

judge by the cover of the film before know what happened in novel. In addition, 

Holland (2002: 2) stated that, novels are an older form, and as such, the authority
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behind the book has been stronger. So, medium of novel differs from film but their 

central point of the story almost same. 

There are two ways in adaptation; as a product and as a process which the 

author creates a product after passing through a process. Kinney (2013: 8) said that, 

as a product, adaptation cannot remain entirely faithful to its original text, otherwise 

questions of plagiarism arise; adaptation must differ enough from the original text 

while still maintaining the source‘s fundamental ideas. Adaptation as a process 

becomes an act of appropriating and 
salvaging

 while trying to give new meaning to a 

text. It is clearly stated before, filmmaking as a process by adapter who makes the 

change. It means that there are motivations or reasons by adapter who give new 

meaning to the original text. 

Literary works show picture life of society and can give a meaning to reader 

(Setiawan, 2015: 1). Therefore, literature is the mirror of social life that has element 

and media. Elements can be like culture, politic, religion and another but media like 

language. Every kind of literature gives a value in their story. Moreover, there is era 

of the growth in literature as revolution process. Draudt (2005: 289) stated that, 

French neo-classicism was adopted as the fashionable theory that shaped both the 

form and the language of plays. These currents of change motivated playwrights and 

managers to ―improve on‖ Shakespeare by rewriting and staging his plays in 

accordance with the spirit of the new times. In this era, literary works of Shakespeare 

become a milestone to other works. The author makes up his literary works such as 
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the form and the language. This process will generate the motivations and messages 

implicit in the author‘s work. 

Talking about literature, there are the secret of itself which the reader not 

only reads the story but also tries to find out more than the reading. Kermode in 

Bennett and Royle Nicholas (2004: 240) in his essay entitled, Secrets and Narrative 

Sequence, to read a novel expecting the satisfactions of closure and the receipt of a 

message is what most people find enough to do; they are easier with this method 

because it resembles the one that works for ordinary acts of communication. Not 

only get a story of novel or film but also can find out the more information as the 

knowledge in literature or the mirror of this life. 

 One of some adaptation films, Inferno year 2016, based on Dan Brown‘s 

novel with same title in year 2013. The film produced by Ron Haward and 

Screenplay by David Koepp. In the film Inferno contains the difference with its 

novel depends on the process a creative by adapter. Thinking about adapter who 

makes the differences of novel into film and adapter will have some motivations or 

reasons in the filmmaking. 

Adaptation of novel into film Inferno as the title of this research, the writer 

interested to analysis what the differences of the change of both works based on the 

movement process. The process will give a product as creativity by the adapter who 

has relationship his or her motivation. The writer identifies how the audience‘s point 

of view for the change in film based on novel. The writer sees the change of 
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adaptation of novel into film and the commentary of both works from the audience. 

The changing of both works and the commentary of the audience are the beginning 

and the ending in the adaptation, the process and the product. The change and the 

point of view of the audience can be the cause-effect because adaptation in this world 

has reason or cause-effect. The same as this research, there is verse about reason 

such as in Al-Qur‘an surah Al-Anfal verse 22, Allah SWT says: 

مَُّ ٱۡلبُۡكمَُ ٱلَِّذينََ َلَ يَۡعقِلُونََ َِ ٱلصُّ َوٓابَِّٱ ِعندََ ٱّللَّ لدَّ  إِنََّ َشرََّ 

Translation: 

―Surely the vilest of animals, in Allah's sight, are the deaf, the dumb, who do 

not understand.‖ 

This verse, talking about the reason of why humans or animals can be 

important in this world because have a mind to thinking about everything. According 

to Shihab (2007: 407-408) stated that, truly as bad as the beast is a creature that 

moves in the sight of Allah is deaf so that cannot hear the guidance again mute thus 

cannot ask and no sense that cannot think and understand anything. Humans or 

animals hear in the deaf, can speak more but keep silent in the dumb and never try to 

understand. Human or animal do not know how to use ear, mouth, eyes and more 

that it, their mind, far from the word ―intellect‖ are truly as bad as in sight of Allah. 

The difference between human and animal is mind.  

In this research will analysis the differences of novel into film Inferno 2016 

and find out the reason why the adapter makes the differences as cause-effect in the 
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movement process after see the audiences‘ point of view in all commentary in the 

trailer film. The writer thinks how to use eyes, ears and mind in this research as form 

of the realization with the verse and always remember adaptation theory by Linda 

Hutcheon as the approach in the literature analysis.  

B. Research Questions 

There are two questions of background above as follow:  

1. What are the differences of adaptation of novel and film Inferno? 

2.  What is the motivation or reason of adapter adapting the novel into film? 

C. Objectives of The Research 

There are two objectives of this research: 

1. The writer would describe the differences of adaptation of novel into film 

Inferno as a form of process adopted. 

2. The writer would identify the motivation or reason of adapter which makes 

the difference of film based on novel related two of four parts in adaptation; 

what and why. 

D. Significance of The Research 

 The research for the growth of knowledge and the writer hopes this research 

would give the new information about adaptation theory and literature. This research 

not only uses as reference but also has many functions in this world, one of them like 

media to find out the new knowledge that has relation with novel and film as 

reflection of society.  
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E. Scope of  The Research 

The writer determines to find the difference of the adaptation of novel 

published on 2013 into film year 2016. The writer want to find out what is form of 

the change and try to identify adapter‘s motivation in its change of both works to 

combine the commentary trailer Inferno 2016 in YouTube.  In this research, the 

writer focused on the differentiation of both works and used two chapters in 

Hutcheon‘s theory; what and why.    
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CHAPTER II 

LITERARY REVIEW  

 There are two parts of this chapter; previous finding and pertinent ideas. 

Previous finding have ten journals and two theses. Pertinent ideas have adaptation 

theory, synopsis, and two biographies by the writer of novel and film script.   

A. Previous Finding  

There are ten journals which relate about adaptation of novel and film in 

years 2010-2018 as follow: 

 Nelson (2010) in her thesis, Politics of Film Adaptation: A Case Study of 

Alfonso Cuaron’s Children of Men. She investigated the political and social contexts 

of the adaptation of 1992 noel The Children of Men by P.D James, to a 2006 US film 

of the same title. Novel and film share same premise, imagining a future world where 

human reproduction. There are different ideological and political, different product 

and process, medium specificity, genre and political contexts, and production and 

reception.  

Raitt (2011) in his thesis entitled, Visualing Literature: Screen Adaptation 

and the Process of Reading/Viewing. He stated the screen adaptation and other works 

of art in an Intertextual cluster formed by reverence such as theme and genre. He 

analyzed some items in his thesis; reading/viewing about relation of difference, 

character and world view, play We’re No Angels to film Cosi, narrative poetry 
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Eugene Onegin to film The Mongkey’s Mask, short story The Killers to film 

Brokeback Mountain, graphic narrative Gost World to film Persepolis, novel Pride 

and Prejudice to film Lost in Austen and television, and non-fiction The Orchid Theif 

to film American Splendor. 

Rojas (2012), in her paper, From Classic Novel to Popular Culture: The 

Transformation of Pride and Prejudice into Film and Television. She elected some 

philosophers in adaptation theory and novel Pride and Prejudice. She discussed the 

development of transposition and commentary adaptation in BBC (1980 and 1995) 

and in focus features (2005), and analogy adaptation in Bride and Prejudice (2004) 

and Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001).  

Mcgibbon (2014), in his thesis, Seeing Double: The Process of Script 

Adaptation between Theatre and Novel. He described about the process of adaptation 

between theatre and film. His thesis examines the adaptation of stage plays to cinema 

and of film to theatre. In his thesis critics two scripts of Hamlet Dies At The End into 

film adaptation Song’s End, plus material from film script Roy Jiminton into theatre. 

The last, his thesis argues that to successfully adapt play or film scripts from one 

medium to the other, the adapter must be willing to incorporate significant change in 

order to effectively ‗adapt‘ and adapter have to remember some adaptation principles 

in process. He analyzed stage to film and film to stage, script adaptations. 

 Alqadi (2015) in the paper, Literature and Cinema, described about critics 

and writers that has usually treated the idea of cinema and literature from one point 
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of view, considering the influence of literature on cinema. Not only explained about 

critics usually compare cinematographic work to literature, assessing the degree to 

which a movie is faithful to a text or a novel but also three sections in his paper 

correlated with adaptation of novel and film.  One of three sections are, literature and 

cinema: on adaptation, exposes the notion of adaptation of novel and classics.  

Habrnalova (2016) in her paper, Literary Works by Hanif Kureishi and Their 

Film Adaptations. She explained some best of elements of adaptation theory. She 

finds out the differences between the telling and the showing mode of engagement in 

adaptation theory by Hutcheon after she tries to apply Linda Hucthoen‘s theory with 

literary works by Hanif Kureishi and their film adaptation. There are two literary 

works in her paper; My Beautiful Laundrette and The Buddha of Suburbia. 

Anushiravani and Elinezhadi (2016) their paper entitled, An Analytical Study 

of 2013 Cinematic adaptation of The Great Gatsby. They determined Linda 

Hutcheon‘s theory; what, who and why, how, when and where. In adaptation and 

consist comparative literature. Literature and cinema are two different mediums and 

different means of expression that novel uses words and cinema uses visual and aural 

images. They find out the similarities and differences between a novel and film are 

illuminated through this research.  

Perdikaki (2017), in her paper, Film Adaptation as Translation: An Analysis 

of Adaptation Shifts in Silver Linings Playbook. She defined the process; adaptation 
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and translation involve similar properties. They talk about both the transfer of 

meaning between texts and both depend on the context of their production and 

reception. She identified two points in analysis process about adaptation and 

translation; an overview of the adaptation model and adaptation shifts in silver 

linings playbook. In her paper not only tried identifying the adaptation shifts; plot 

structure, narrative techniques, characterization, setting but also interpreting the 

adaptation shifts. 

Leitch (2018), in his paper, Adaptation, The Genre. He discussed film and 

television adaptations in context of source texts, the reception and analysis; the genre 

of adaptation itself. The Hollywood traditions of masculine adventure and feminine 

romance with Alexandre Dumas pere and fils, it identifies four genre markers and 

would perceived by an audience and concludes adaptation as a model for all 

Hollywood genres.  

Ten journals discussed about adaptation theory and implicated adaptation like 

politic, media, world‘s point of view, and phenomena in literary works such as novel, 

poetry, film, cinema, theatre, and television. This research would focus on the 

process adaptation of novel into film. The writer would analyze what the differences 

of both (its form of adaptation), the reason (motivation) by adapter who make the 

differences as the transformation process. 

 There are many previous finding that has correlated of the adaptation of novel 

into film (difference s and similarities with this research), as follow: 
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 Kayyis (2016), in his thesis, Comparison Betthe riteren Novel and Film 

―Divergent‖ and used Ecranisation Theory. In his thesis explained about the 

ecranisation process of novel into film ―Devergent‖. He identified intrinsic elements 

of novel and film. This research focused at the reduction, addition and modification 

based in ecranitation theory by Eneste. He founds reduction, addition and 

modification as transformation of novel into film and his thesis used qualitative 

descriptive method. 

 Robing (2017), in his thesis; Adaptation of The Novel ―Datu Maseng & 

Maipa Deapati‖ By Verdy R Baso into Drama ―An Endless Love of Datu Museng & 

Maipa Deapati‖ By BSI in 2015 (Structure Approach). He analysis novel ―Datu 

Maseng & Maipa Deapati‖ into drama ―An Endless Love of Datu Museng & Maipa 

Deapati‖ in 2015. The thesis describes adaptation novel into drama by using 

adaptation theory and Structure Approach. This research used descriptive qualitative 

method. The result shows there are different among plot, character, setting, 

figurative language, the theme, point of view, tone, and moral value. So, his thesis 

gives more information, description, and comprehension about adaptation in novel 

into drama. 

The previous findings above, there are some similarities and differences 

between this research. The similarities in Kayyis‘s thesis used descriptive qualitative 

method uses and novel into film as medium. However, the differences in his thesis 

used ecranitation theory by Eneste and analysis some intrinsic elements of the novel 
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into film. The similarities in Robing‘s thesis used adaptation theory by Hutcheon, 

and descriptive qualitative method. While the differences; his thesis analysis all 

elements of the novel and drama (structural approach), and novel into drama as his 

medium.  

B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. Adaptation Theory 

There are three definitions or discussions of adaptation theory by Linda 

Hutceon (2006: 16-21); the first is adaptation as a formal entity or product, 

adaptation is an announced and extensive transposition of a particular work or works; 

it can involve a shift of medium or genre or a change of frame and therefore context. 

As a process of creation, the act of adaptation always involves both (re-

)interpretation and (re-)creation.  As process of reception, adaptation is a form of 

intertextuality.  

Adaptation theory by Linda Hutcheon is one of some theories can be used 

analysis literary works like novel, film, theatre and others. Hutcheon‘s theory is the 

comparative literature that tries to analysis one medium to another and back again. In 

addition, adaptation theory discussed about human studies and forms of art. The 

adaptation novel into film described the relationship between adapter and audience 

who have a critic with creation and process of adaptation in literary works. There are 

four parts of adaptation theory; what, who and why, how, and where and when.  
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a. What 

This part talks about the differences between one literary works to the other 

such as novel into film. As a creative and interpretive transposition of a recognizable 

other work or works, adaptation is kind of extended palimpsest and, at the same time, 

often a transcoding into a different set of conventions (Hutcheon, 2006: 33). This is a 

process of one medium to other or same medium. Here, there are sender-receiver or 

commonly say that signified-signifier. In the process, adaptation imitated social into 

the different form and used language as instrument to describe it. Adaptation will 

give the result product as media to communication between author-audience. 

There are many kinds of media in art, performance, music, the visual of 

photography and other. Novel and film are different medium in literary works, 

narrative to telling-visual to showing. However, most film from the adaptation of 

novel before. According to Hutcheon (2006: 22), modes of engagement open to 

adaptation as follow:  

1) Telling-Showing: novel to film, theater and the other 

Novel as one of mode telling that has materials; words in text that will stir the 

feeling, emotion and imagination. Novel uses language as instrument to description 

or narration something in story. Different from novel, film‘s materials are visual and 

aural material. Film uses some instruments to support story as voice, sound track, 

editing, camera angles and the other. 
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2) Showing-Showing: film to film or performance and the other 

One film can be used to new film or the performance art like theatre or opera. 

However, each film adaptation has the motivation by adapter. The movement 

processes of one film to performance art are process creative and will give the 

differences of both showings. 

3) Interacting-Telling or showing: game adaptation of novel or film, and 

the other 

Modes of interacting to telling or showing are new form from one literary 

works that have characteristics in motivation or purpose. Game adaptation becomes 

new escape that different with novel or film but can be adapted from them as hero‘s 

character and protagonist‘s character. There is one example of game adaptation such 

as Sombie‘s games. Moreover, there are some film adaptation about Sombie like 

Walking death, Warm bodies, and the other.  

b. Who and Why  

Most adapters are authors, but special in film is screenwriter. Actually, 

according to Hutcheon, (2006: 81) said that, film and television are perhaps the most 

complicated media of all from the point of view. The major adapter cannot underrate 

how be the screenwriter who creates a film‘s plot, characters, dialogue, and theme‖. 

Thus, intrinsic element differ mode by adapter, who is the new author. Adapter who 

is not only screenwriter but also can be a director or the leader of production, and 
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actors‘ relation background. There is inspiration of novel, almost of film construction 

collaborated with the screenwriter to make some change in the film after get the 

approval of author‘s novel. 

Motivation or reason of adapter correlated some aspects. Hutcheon (2006: 

86-92) explained some aspect of motivations as follow:  

1) The Economy 

Adapter must look for who is audience (for whom?). Structure of economy: 

film world-big money=big star, big directors-the screenwriter. 

2) The Legal Constraints 

 Some interest‘s point in the legal constraints of adapter to make 

interpretation; raider, spawned, controlled, derivative, substantial similarity, and re-

function. 

3) Cultural Capital 

 Today, adaptation process, product, will the result cultural capital as 

motivation to share some thing like cultural cachet, cultural accreditation. That 

purposes to alter cultural level.  
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4) Personal and Political Motives 

 Every adapter has personal reason and selected medium to do it in which 

political motives; political positions. Brevity, personal is individual; feminist, 

postcolonial, ethnic, and queer studies and political; academy circles to interrelate 

with formalists, New Critics, structuralists, and poststructuralists.  

c. How 

This part talks about knowing and unknowing audience. Knowledge of 

audiences is the most important in adaptation because fundamental motivation. 

According to Hutcheon in Anushiravani and Alinezhadi (2016: 4) stated that ―for an 

adaptation to be successful in its own right, it must be so for both knowing and 

audiences‖. Thus, the problem in adaptation is the adapters have not knowledge 

about audience, target from literary works and accordance with rule between 

adaptation process and the results. 

Knowing and unknowing audiences are knowledge of human like culture in a 

collection. The child‘s delight in the same nursery rhymes or reading the same books 

over and over as ritual brings comfort and understanding that comes sense of 

knowing what is happen in future. Audience‘s reception of adapted work is the 

transposition that brings the motivation or reason related with some aspects like 

economy, individual or politic motives.   
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1) The pleasures of adaptation 

The audience has some relations like the mixture of repetition and difference, 

of familiarity and novelty in the pleasures of adaptation. Repetition in adaptation 

gives the pleasure. For example; one literary work in the past can be used the product 

in modern era after renews it in the process of adaptation. Hutcheon (2006: 114) 

stated that, like ritual, this kind of repetition brings comfort, a fuller understanding, 

and the confidence that comes with the sense of knowing is about to happen next. 

 Repetition as well as difference considers the words of librettist, playwright. 

Terrence McNally in Huctheon (2006: 114-115) is adapter for musicals and films, 

who said that, the triumph of successful operas and musicals is how they reinvent the 

familiar and make it fresh. The successful of literary work can be seen from the 

audience who respond to the pleasures of adaptation.  Another name of adaptation 

audience is fans.  

 Comodification and commercialization are not familiarity in the pleasures of 

adaptation. Familiarity talks about other reasons for the positive reaction to the 

repetition with variation. Huctheon (2006: 115) said that, others argue, instead, that 

it is a particular kind of story that provides the comfort that explains the popularity 

of adaptations: the familiar linear and realist story-line. The film remakes to 

unfinished cultural business or continuing historical relevance contains cultural, 

economic and psychological of a particular narrative. There is one example of 
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familiarity that has relation with difference, calls ―censor‖ adaptations. When censor 

appropriate for children but others not like adults, this censor for familiarity and 

when censor change the stories in the process of adaptation, this is censor for 

difference. Thus, censor illustrates the difference between the audience and 

someone‘s age. 

Novelty details dialogue with the past and shows what adaptation means for 

audiences. In addition, novelty creates the double pleasure of adaptation that make 

more than one text as experience and knowing of audience. In Huctheon (2006: 118) 

stated that, novelizations of films, including what are called ―junior‖ novelizations 

for younger viewers, are also often seen as having a kind of educational or perhaps 

simply curiosity—value. This is about adaptations of book that consists educational 

important for children and for an entertaining film or stage version based on the 

novel. For example, there is a poster of one character in film or novel that can help 

the audience to identification with this character. Not only junior identifies the 

character in novel or film by a poster but also junior as the audience gives 

perspective on the action in the film as a mirror from the character in the novel. 

2) Knowing and Unknowing Audiences 

Knowing and unknowing audience motivates the successful in adaptation 

because the resulting of adaptation makes no sense without reference to and 

foreknowledge of the adapted text. The process fills the information of the adapted 

text that director of film, for instance, has freedom and control. The other example, A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream is Shakespeare‘s play. There is the distillation of plot in 
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opera or ballet versions as the necessary. The music is added at the complication so 

that the story will be a familiar one. Thus, the adapter creates the process of 

adaptation in one or more literary works and interprets one literary work into the new 

product of adaptation.  

Knowing audience has expectations and demands for the film because the 

audience understands identity signals like based one or adapted from. Different with 

knowing audience, unknowing audience just focuses priority or originality of film. 

Huctheon (2006: 125) stated that, ―differently knowing audiences bring different 

information to their interpretations of adaptations. For example, film buffs likely see 

new movies through the lenses of other ones.‖ The theorizing about the product and 

process of adaptation is considered aspect for knowingness.  

3) Modes of Engagement Revisited 

Adapter knows the market of adaptation that not repeated from telling, 

showing and interacting with stories different kind and manner or of engagement of 

reader (spectator and player). Huctheon (2006: 128) said that, ―knowing that 

spectators of live drama are free to choose at any moment, in any scene, what to look 

at, whereas with the film he would only be able to show one thing at a time with the 

camera and what he wanted to show.‖ The creating in showing from telling as based 

on it shows the mixed media to cutting and suturing in process adaptation. Telling 

like the novel requires the audience conceptual work and the audience uses 

imagination in the reading. Showing like film calls perceptual decoding abilities and 
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the audience uses imagination to give meaning of images, sound, words seen and 

heard on the stage or screen. 

Modes of engagement revisited explain about how the differences between 

three modes of adaptation like telling, showing, and interacting that has relation with 

audience. Huctheon (2006:131) stated that, ―part of this difference in physical 

response is a result of a difference in the audience‘s experience of space and time in 

each of these modes.‖ Because of the argument describes how the audience‘s 

response in the process of adaptation, call experience of the audience. For example, 

telling; the novel to showing; the film has the liner differences, narrative, character, 

context, and the like gradually and sequentially in the reading of novel differ with 

multiple objects, relation, significant signs simultaneously, and then music or 

soundtrack in film. Thus, the reader of the novel are always in control in the process 

of solitary reading and the novel takes a long time but the audience of film just need 

some minutes, simply, time in film is shorter than novel. 

4) Kinds and Degrees of immersion 

This part discuss about all three modes of engagement can be considered 

immersive such as the reading a print text is the act immerses with imagination in 

another world, the seeing a play in film immerses visually and aurally, and the 

interacting in story of a videogame or in theme park adds physical immerses into 

enacted dimension. Hucteon (2006: 134) said that, ―all readers are engaged in the 

active making of textual meaning. Stage audiences, argued theater semioticians in 

the same years, are an active dimension of the meaning-making of any play, not only 
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in their interpretive work but also in their physical and emotional responses at the 

time of viewing.‖ So, kinds and degrees immersion depends on how the audience‘s 

response and the audience‘s experience as the relationship between the roles of 

modes of engagement revisited and the adapter working from one mode to the others.  

The different kinds of mediums and medias in the audience‘s world explain 

the level of the audience like medium of literatures and medias of televisions. In 

addition, Marshall McLuhan in Huctheon (2006: 135) stated that, ―hot media‖ like 

television were ―low in participation‖ and ―cool media‖ like literature were ―high 

in participation or completion by the audience‖.‖ The cool media shows how the 

audiences to become enjoy, fan and pleasure with literature.   

d.  When and Where 

This part talks about time and place. The process of creation and reception of 

adaptation contains context plays as important role. Context can modify meaning, 

not matter where place is and when event happened because adaptation has to exist 

in the vacuum. Context conditional meaning in process creation and adapter are 

product that contains some discourses such as society, history, art, literature, and 

others.  

Seger in Huctheon (2006: 142) said that, many adapters deal with this reality 

of reception by updating the time of the story in an attempt to find contemporary 

resonance for their audiences: when Here Comes Mr. Jordan (1941) was remade in 

1978 as Heaven Can Wait, relevant anti-nuclear and environmental themes of the 
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day were inserted. In the other words, historicism critics as social production and the 

text‘s meaning related with the author, the text and the reader. The different with 

historicism, a feminist adapter linked views to describe the process reception. For 

example, sexual abuse or abortion becomes a theme in society critics. So, time or 

place as an important point in adaptation but in the process of adapting from one 

literary work to another is not emphasized. 

2. Synopsis  

The starting of the story when the main character, Robert Langdon wakes up 

in hospital in Florence, Italy. In addition, his memory was lost as effect of amnesia. 

During times to try to remember what happed, he must race against time to solve a 

variety of symbols while hunted by assassins and authority in his mind. Langdon 

meet up in hospital because Sienna as a doctor there. The beginning of the story, 

Sienna helps Langdon to find out his memory. ‗Seek and ye shall find‘.  

With these words echoing in his head, eminent Harvard symbologist Robert 

Langdon awakes in a hospital be with no recollection of where he is or he got there. 

Nor can he explain the origin of the macabre object that is found hidden in his 

belongings. A treat to his life will propel him and young doctor, Sienna Brooks, into 

a breakneck chase across the city of Florence. Only Langdon‘s knowledge of hidden 

pass ways and ancient secrets that lie behind its historic façade can save them from 

the clutches of their unknown pursuers. 
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With only a few lines from Dante‘s dark and epic masterpiece, The Inferno, 

to guide them, they must decipher a sequence of codes buried within some of the 

most celebrated artifacts of the Renaissance- sculptures, painting, building – to find 

the answers to a puzzle which may, or may not, help them save the world from a 

tarrying treat (Brown, 2013: 1).  

3. Biography of Dan Brown 

Dan Brown or Daniel Gerhard Brown was born on June 22, 1964 (age 53). 

He lives in New England with his wife. He has a younger sister, Valerie (born 1968) 

and brother, Gregory (born 1975) Brown (2013). Genres of Dan Brown‘s novel are 

thriller, adventure, mystery, and conspiracy. He is the author of Angels & Demons  in 

year 2000, The Da Vinci Code in year 2003, Inferno in year 2013 and Origin in year 

2017 and some his novel become film adaptation. Themes of Brown's novels are 

cryptography, keys, symbols, codes, and conspiracy theories.. 

4. Biography of David Koepp 

David Koepp was born June 9, 1963, is an American screenwriter and film 

director. He is the sixth most successful screenwriter of all time in terms of U.S. box 

office. He has a wife, Melissa, and four children. Famous work of David Koepp are 

credits, film director, film work, film appearances, television work, pilots, series, 

television appearances, episodic, specials, writings, screenplay, television pilots and 

television episode (Filmreference.com. Retrieved 22 November 2017). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angels_%26_Demons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Da_Vinci_Code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inferno_(Brown_novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_(Dan_Brown_novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conspiracy_theories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screenwriter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_director
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_director
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 

 There five parts of this chapter; research method, source of data, instrument 

of the research, procedure of collecting data and technique of analyzing data. 

A. Research Method 

 This research used descriptive qualitative method. Descriptive qualitative 

method is procedure that is used to describe data in the form of words written or 

spoken of the people or actors in the novel that can be observed (Glass & Hopkins in 

Dahlia, 2015: 15). This method described what the change of novel into film and 

how the adapter makes the change of both works.  

 Nawawi in Purwantini (2015: 36) said that, the basic characteristic of 

descriptive method is, the first; discontinue attention at problems that there are in the 

research. The second, describing facts about observed problem like the ways with 

rational interprets. In addition to it; survey, relation study, and developing study. 

Glass & Hopkins in Ikhsan and Junaid (2014: 162) stated that descriptive qualitative 

method is procedure which is applied to describe data that can be examined from the 

forms of novel characters‘ written or spoken words.  

There are many explanations about descriptive qualitative method but the 

best point is the same because the purpose to describe the data of the research. 
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Descriptive qualitative is method that used to apply in literary work analysis and its 

purpose to describe the data.  

B. Source of Data 

 There were two sources the data like the primary data and the secondary data. 

The primary data in this research is the novel Inferno by Dan Brown. Unit 

production manager of film are Dana Robin and David Koepp. The novel published 

in 2013 and the film produced in 2016. The novel has 104 chapters in 334 pages and 

screenplay 120 pages by 2: 01: 40 second‘s duration of film Inferno 2016. The 

Secondary data from the commentary trailer of film in YouTube to found the 

audiences and the adapter‘s motivation of film based on novel. 

C. Instrument of the Research  

 The writer used note taking that as instrument for this research. Note taking is 

the practice of recording information captured from another source (Makany in 

Robing, 2008: 36). This instrument used to write notes from source of the data to 

classify the data that related to the object of the research. The writer has written a 

note from source of data in primary data; the novel Inferno year 2013 and film 

combination with screenplay of film Inferno 2016 and secondary data; commentary 

of audiences in the trailer of film Inferno 2016. 
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D. Procedure of Collecting Data 

 The writer applies several procedures as follows: 

1. The writer would firstly read the novel, watch the film, and combine 

screenplay to see what the change (the differences) of both works. 

2. The writer looked all the sentences and utterances in novel and film Inferno. 

3. The writer identified narrative and screenplay that combined film to analyze 

why the adapter adapting of novel into film Inferno. 

4. The writer identified the commentary of trailer Inferno 2016 in YouTube. 

E. Technique of Analyzing Data 

In analyzing data, the writer would use adaptation theory by Linda Hutcheon 

to analyze what is the change (the differences) of novel into film ―Inferno‖ as the 

movement process. The writer answered how the adapter makes the change of the 

film based on the novel. Next, the writer identified the motivation or the reason why 

the adapter does it based on the change as its indication. The last, the writer would 

observe all commentary in trailer Inferno 2016 to find out classification how many 

audience pro, contra and neutral for film Inferno 2016 after the reading of novel.    
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The writer would present all the data that have been found in novel and film 

Inferno 2016 and this research divides two sections; finding the data and discussion 

the data which related adaptation theory. Finding and discussion the data are the 

answer of question in the process of adaptation from novel into film, how the 

audience‘s commentary for the change of both works, and as the result of this 

research. 

A. Findings 

In this research, the writer presented the data analysis about the differences 

between novel and film Inferno 2016. Here are some data that related with what and 

how in adaptation theory. In what focused on the differences of form in telling 

(novel) to showing (film) and in how explains how the adapter makes the differences 

of novel into film Inferno. The writer presented the data where Brown is the data of 

the novel, Inferno is the data of the film mixed a script and Trailer is the name of 

commentator and its year. 
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1. The differences between novel and film Inferno 

a. The structural   

The ―What‖ talks about adaptation of one medium to another like the film 

based on the novel. The writer focused on the differences between novel and film. In 

the differences of both works lies the structural change in fiction like elements. 

Character, setting, plot, theme, tone and the other are intrinsic elements. Although 

different elements between novels and films but both works have similarities. 

Generally the elements have similarities but the contents are very different, some of 

which are as follows: 

1) Character 

Character discusses about whom she or he that makes a conversation in form 

narrative of the text in novel or oral of the visual in film. The difference between of 

the character in the novel and film of Inferno 2016 is as follows: 

a) Dr. Sienna Brooks 

―She appeared to be in her early thirties. She wore scrubs and had ties 

her blond hair back in thick ponytail that swung behind her as she 

walked. The only blemish a tiny beauty mark just above her lips.” 

(Brown; 16) 

The quote above, Sienna is portrayed prettier and younger in film than in 

novel. She is 32 years old in the novel while in the film is still more than 20 years 

old. She wears a wig and there is a tiny mole on his lips in the story in the novel 

while there is nothing in the film. Every novel or film needs a beautiful female or a 
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man who is dashing to attract the attention of the audience. Fashionable is the reason 

to attract readers or audiences in the modern era and with a lifestyle that prioritizes 

perfectionism. 

 ―Dr. Marconi doesn‘t speak much English,‖ She said, sitting down 

beside him, ―and he asked me to fill out your admittance form.‖ She 

gives him another smile.  ―Okay‖ she began her tone businesslike. 

―What is your name?‖ (Brown; 16) 

The quote above, Sienna is good person because she gives a smile to her 

patients. It is an example of a protagonist character because she is friendly for other 

people. 

―Sienna overtook Sinskey, grabbing her shoulder and using it as 

leverage to launch past her, clambering wildly over her toward 

the exit. Sinskey stumbled forward onto her knees, her beloved 

amulet hitting the cement stairs and breaking in half.‖ (Brown; 299) 

The quote above, character of Sienna becomes antagonist when she blurred of 

all people after virus released in Istanbul. 

―Instead, she buried her face in her hands. She began trembling, her 

shoulders hunched and shuddering. When she finally looked at 

Langdon, her eyes were overflowing with tears. “Robert,” she 

sobbed. “I can’t run away anymore. I have nowhere left to go.‖ 

(Brown; 306) 

The quote above, Sienna becomes a protagonist again at the ending of the 

story in the novel while helping Elisabeth to find a bidder from a virus that has 

spread. Unlike Sienna in the novel, she is a protagonist from the beginning of the 

story to the ending of the story in the film. There is a constituent character in 

portraying characters that make films easier to understand and watched by audiences, 
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while in novel, it is more difficult to understand but more evokes the reader's 

imagination and makes the audience curious. 

b) Dr. Elizabeth Sinskey 

―Elizabeth Sinskey could never have children. Even now, at sixty-one 

years old, she still felt a pang of hollowness every time she saw a 

mother and infant.‖ (Brown; 78) 

The quote above, Elizabeth is described as a firm, beautiful and younger 

chairman in the film than Elizabeth's character in the novel. Elizabeth is 61 years old 

in the novel but she is only 40 years old in the film. At 31:19/2:01:40 durations in the 

film, she wears a plain white shirt in a black suit, a black trouser, jewel earrings in 

her ears, and loose hair which made her portrayed more beautiful than in Elizabeth's 

character in the novel. 

c) Dr. Marconi 

“A man in scrubs hurried in, apparently alerted by Langdon’s 

racing hear monitor. He had a shaggy beard, bushy mustache, and 

gentle eyes that radiated a thoughtful calm beneath his overgrown 

eyebrows.‖ (Brown; 16) 

The quote above, Dr. Marconi plays an important role in the novel. He was 

the doctor in Florence‘s hospital who helped Robert Langdon in the novel but he was 

only a nurse in the film Inferno 2016. At 07:12/2:01:40 durations in the film, he just 

stands up besides at the patient‘s door and monitors Langdon from afar while Sienna 

checks Langdon‘s condition. 
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d) Ernesto Russo 

“Pitti Palace security Ernesto Russo had always wanted to play 

European football, but at twenty nine years old and overweight, he 

had finally begun to accept that his childhood dream would never 

come true.‖ (Brown; 98) 

The quote above, Ernesto as a security at Pitti Palace in the story of the novel 

is omitted in the film because it is considered the character not to play an important 

role or not influence the presence or absence of him in the film. 

e) An Older Woman 

“An older woman who was sweeping the altar hissed sharply at 

Sienna and held up a finger to her lips for silence.” (Brown; 165) 

 The quote above, there is an older woman who has played a number of roles 

in the novel but they eliminated in the film. Accordingly in the film at 

1:17:35/2:01:40 durations, there is different an older woman when Sienna held up a 

finger to an older woman who a mask seller and they makes a negotiation before an 

older woman helps Sienna. 

f) An elderly couple 

―Langdon set his sights on an elderly couple seated near the front of 

the church. The old man‘s bald head was dipped forward, chin to 

chest; clearly he was stealing a nap.‖ (Brown; 166) 

 The quote above, There are husband and wife who helped Robert Langdon 

and Sienna in the church when they wanted to find information about where the virus 

in the story of novel but an elderly couple eliminated in the story of film.  
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g) Eugenia 

―Robert Langdon!?‖ Eugenia demended. ―Sei con Langdon oro?!‖ 

You‘re with Langdon now?! Eugrnia seemed to be missing the point. 

Yes, but the mask. ―Devo parlare co lui!‖ Eugenia all but shouted. I 

need to speak to him!  One the line, there was a long pause, ang 

Eugenia finally said, “Mr. Langdon, My Boss trusted you so I will, 

too.” (Brown; 135-136) 

The quote above, Eugenia based on the story of novel is the secretary of 

Robert Langdon's friend, Ingazio. She calls Robert Langdon to talk about the 

message from her boss. She gives the clue where the virus became a mystery for 

Robert Langdon but the character is omitted in the film. 

2) Plot explains what happens in story in novel and film. 

―Although he could still see her, Sienna was a long way ahead, 

eschewing the taxi stand and idling buses and heading directly for the 

docks, where Langdon saw all manner of boats moving in and out 

tourist barges, water taxis, private fishing boats, speedboats‖. (Brown; 

305) 

The quote above, the endding of the story in the novel; the virus spread and 

only Zobrist and Harry died. While Sienna was survived, repented and collaborated 

with Elisabeth to find an antidote to the virus that caused sterility after Sienna 

blurred of Robert Langdon. The endding of the story in the film; the virus was not 

spread and several characters died like Sienna, Sims and some Zobrist colleagues 

who helped Sienna. 

“The funeral for Ignazio Busoni was just getting under way as 

Robert Langdon Slipped into the cathedral and found a seat, pleased 
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that Ignazios‘s life was to be memorialized here, in the timeless 

basilica that he had looked after for so many years.‖ (Brown; 329) 

The quote above, Robert Langdon presented the funeral for Ignazio Busoni 

after his find out mystery of virus and continued his life in novel while Robert 

Langdon visited a monsoon and returned Dante‘s mask in film.  

3) Setting explains when and where events occur in novel or film. 

There are setting of place and time that some setting of places contained in 

novel and film Inferno such as Venice, Florence, Budapest in two countries like 

Italia and Istanbul. However, the setting of places in novel are a little different in 

film, namely in the description and the naming. Setting of time in novel refers to 

time of when novel is written by author and film refers to time of filming. There are 

three years differences between novel published on 2013 and film produced on 2016 

so both works have general setting of time, namely modern in 2000s.    

a) Setting of the place 

The Buontalenti Gritto-so named for its architect, Bernardo 

Bountalenti-was arguably the most curious-looking space in all of 

Florence. (Brown; 97)  

Boboli Garden-main gate day. And a third time, until it FREEZE-

FRAMES, a grainy, overhead image of Langdon and Sienna, seen 

from the drone aircraft that just took their picture. (Inferno; 

38:52/2:01:40) 

Two quotes above from novel and film show the first cavern and Boboli 

Garden as setting of the place when Robert Langdon and Sienna blurred from army 
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and World of Health Organization. Two places above present when Sienna and 

Robert Langdon try to find out the virus in the Florence. The settings of places above 

are different name but have the similarity in the representation of the history places 

and the characteristic of their architect.  

The second cavern which was smaller, deeper, and darker. It, too, 

was dominated by a central piece of art-in this case, a statue of two 

intertwined lovers-behind which Langdon and Sienna now hid anew. 

(Brown; 98) 

Vasari corridor day. The stairs put out in an open, arched corridor 

that runs along the river. But just as Sienna takes the first step out into 

the open, Langdon hears the BUZZ of the drone again. (Inferno; 

39:45/2:01:40) 

Two quotes above from novel and film show the second cavern and Vasari 

corridor as setting of the place continue when Robert Langdon and Sienna blurred 

from army and World of Health Organization. The first quote above presents the 

setting of place in the novel when Robert Langdon and Sienna leave the first cavern 

into the second cavern which was smaller, deeper, and darker. The second quote 

above from the script of the film and the datum from the film is Vasari corridor that 

describes a journey when Sienna and Langdon seeking the virus.   

The tiny space was adorned with rough-hewn mosaics and satyrs. At 

its center stood a life-size sculpture of a Bathing Venus, who, 

fittingly, seemed to be glancing nervously over her shoulder. (Brown; 

100) 

Palazzo Vecchio day. The sprawling Plazzo Vecchio, its bell tower 

blossoming over the city. INT Hall of Five Hundred day. The Hall of 
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Five Hundred was at one time the largest room in the world. (Inferno; 

40:53/2:01:40) 

Two quotes above show the third caverns and Palazzo Vecchio as setting of 

the place continue when Robert Langdon and Sienna blurred from army and World 

of Health Organization. Setting of place in the novel and setting of the place in the 

film is different.  

b) Setting of Time 

―They stood for a long while, looked in an embrace that neither 

seemed willing to end. Finally, Langdon spoke. ―There‘s and ancient 

saying often attributed to Dante himself‖ He paused. ―Remember 

tonight for it’s the beginning of forever.‖ (Brown; 328) 

The quote above shows the romantic moment in the night when Sienna and 

Robert Langdon will separate by Dante‘s phrase in the novel. The romantic moment 

in the morning when Sienna and Zobrist which make a love in the film. The place 

and time in the settings of novel and film according to where and when the setting in 

novel are drown and adjusted into the setting of the film. The setting of time in novel 

was not much different from the setting of time in the film because both works were 

made in modern which the novel in 2013 and the film in 2016. 

b. Mix of plays between novel and film 

―An instant later, his eyes found both Sienna and Ferris. On the floor 

in front of the Horses of St. Mark‘s Sienna was kneeling over Dr. 

Ferris who had collapsed in convulsion, clutching his chest.‖ 

(Brown; 239) 
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The quote above shows Dr. Harry Ferris as the character in the novel which 

follows Robert Langdon and Sienna to find out the virus. In the middle of the story, 

He dies because his sick and collapses in front of the Horses of Si. Mark. While there 

is the character in the film almost same but different name in the novel, Christoph 

Bouchard who follows Robert Langdon and Sienna to find out the virus in the film. 

Accordingly, he dies because killed by the character else, Sim. 

As director of the World Health Organization, Elizabeth was no 

stranger to rubbing shoulders with the big boys. Suffering from 

severe asthma by age six, she had been treated with a high dose of a 

promising new drug-the first of the world‘s glucocorticoids, or steroid 

hormones-which had cured her asthma symptoms in miraculous 

fashion. (Brown; 77)  

 The quote above shows Elisabeth has a history of asthma while in the film 

Sienna has asthma. Plot of the novel above shows a flashback when narration of the 

story in novel describes Elizabeth who has asthma. Plot of the film at 

1:01:50/2:01:40 durations shows a forward because Sienna who has asthma and hard 

to breath in the centre of people.   

“I’m so sorry, Robert For everything. Please know I had no ch 

oice.‖ Strangely, Sienna missed him already. Here, amid the masses 

of Venice, she felt a familiar loneliness settling in.‖ (Brown; 253) 

The quote above shows Sienna loves Robert Langdon in the story of the 

novel while Elisabeth who loves Robert Langdon in the film. In addition, Sienna 

loves another man, Zobrist. Each story will be more attractive to the audience when 

there is a love story in both works because the romantic story is very close to the 
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audience seen from the life story. The romantic moment reflects the society and can 

be used as a mirror of the real story in this world. Apart from the media to entertain 

audiences, there are several reasons why authors and filmmakers adapting some 

creativities as reflection of life that is commonly found in the real life. 

―Bruder‘s voice was clearer his time. “…and I repeat the contagion 

has been dispersed!” (Brown; 298)  

―The virus has been released.‖ (Inferno; 1:51:54/2:01:40) 

The quote above shows the virus is spread and Sienna's character changes to 

good person after regretting her evil deeds in the novel but the virus is not spread and 

Sienna remains the antagonist character in the film due to the balance of the story. 

There is an effect that arises on each change in literary works such as the element 

that make other elements change and adjust into the medium. Film becomes the new 

product and as produced by the adaptation process of the novel that presents the 

changes inside. 

2. The motivation or reason of adapter adapting the novel into the film   

The writer found out the secondary data from the commentary of the 

audience to identify the reason or motivation of adapter adapting from novel into 

film. This research focused on the audience in the commentary of the trailer. There 

are three motivations or reasons of adapter adapting novel into film such as the 

economy, the legal constraints, and the audience. 
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B. DISCUSSIONS 

In the part, the writer discussed the data analysis that had been found in 

Brown‘s novel, adaptation film in year 2016 with a script, and the commentary of the 

audience in trailer Inferno that related of both works. The writer identified what were 

the differences of novel and film as a form of the change in adaptation process and 

how the adapter adapting the differences of novel into film as the result of adaptation 

product that related of the audience‘s commentary.    

There are two points of this research; what and how in part of adaptation. The 

first question about the differences of adaptation of novel and film Inferno which has 

relation with what in adaptation theory because the novel to the film or telling to 

showing as the object of them. In the adaptation process shows some differences as a 

form of the change. The writer focused on the structural of the novel and the film 

such as character, plot and setting as the important intrinsic element.  

1. The differences of adaptation of novel and film Inferno 

The differences from novel to film generally occur in the intrinsic elements or 

the structural such as character, plot, setting and the other. The differences between 

two works are a change that cannot be separated from the process of adaptation. 

These changes are made by adapter from novel into film. According to Anushiravani 

and Elinezhadi (2016) their paper entitled, An Analytical Study of 2013 Cinematic 

adaptation of The Great Gatsby. They analyzed literature and cinema that are two 
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different mediums and different means of expression that novel uses words and 

cinema uses visual and aural images. They find out the similarities and differences 

between a novel and film are illuminated through this research.  

 In the findings, there are the changes of the structural in character such as Dr. 

Sienna Brooks, Dr. Elizabeth Sinskey, and Dr. Marcony‘s character. They are 

portrayed differently from novel into film Inferno 2016, plot like in the ending of 

each story, and setting like three places which have different name of places in 

novel and film. The changes occur from novel into film because adapter makes 

adjustment, considers the different medium of both works and uses different 

techniques and ways of telling or showing the story for the audiences.  

 There are differences between this research and Robing (2017), in his thesis; 

Adaptation of The Novel ―Datu Maseng & Maipa Deapati‖ By Verdy R Baso into 

Drama ―An Endless Love of Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati‖ By BSI in 2015 

(Structure Approach). His thesis described adaptation novel into drama by using 

adaptation theory and Structure Approach that has the differences in plot, character, 

setting, figurative language, the theme, point of view, tone, and moral value. 

However, this research focused on the differences character, plot and setting.  In 

addition, the mix plays of novel and film. 

Many of the structures are overhauled from novel into film and some parts 

that are considered insignificant and removed by the adapter. For example in 
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character; Ernesto Russo, an older woman, and Eugenia‘s character are omitted in 

the story of film. In addition; plot in the ending of story when the main character, 

Langdon continues to live and attend his friend‘s funeral in the story of novel but is 

omitted in film.   

There are the mixture of repetition and difference and of familiarity and 

novelty in adaptation. In repetation and difference: repetition lies in the content of 

the story and the elements that build a literary work. The changes give the difference 

between novel and film Inferno that there are changes in some characters, settings 

and plots. 

Familiaty and novelty: the audience who is familiar with repetition from one 

literary work to the other like the change in structure especially in form of intrinsic 

elements. In the other words, there is a change that is not familiar in the film Inferno 

2016. It is mixing the play that Sienna is supp osed to love is Robert Langdon as in 

the novel while Sienna loves another man, named Zobrist in the film. In example of 

the difference of novel into film Inferno, the writer found out character of Dr. Sienna 

Brooks is portrayed prettier and younger in film than in novel. She is 32 years old in 

the novel while in the film is still more than 20 years old. 

―She appeared to be in her early thirties. She wore scrubs and had 

ties her blond hair back in thick ponytail that swung behind her as she 

walked. The only blemish a tiny beauty mark just above her lips.” 

(Brown; 16) 
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Character change above explains familiarity in adaptation of novel into film. 

The relationship between audience and pleasure of adaptation can be seen from the 

audience's commentary on the pros and cons of the differences that occur in the 

repetition of the adaptation film based on the novel. In other examples of changes 

from the novel to film Inferno are like a cut storyline, at the end of the story, the 

virus is spread and Sienna regrets her actions and becomes a good character in the 

novel while the virus is not spread, Sienna dies and remains a bad character in the 

film . 

2. The motivation or reason of adapter adapting the novel into film 

The motivations or reasons of adapter adapting the novel into film are the 

economy, the legal constrains and the audiences as follow: 

a. The Economy 

The film Inferno becomes a new product based on the novel that published on 

2013. Inferno managed to becomes box office film year 2016 and the novel also 

became a bestseller in 2013. Accordingly, the film as the new product of adaptation 

has relationship with the economy as one of four aspects of the motivation or the 

reason in the adaptation. According to Hutcheon (2006: 88) said that, ―what does 

happen as a result of the particular economic structure of the film world—big money 

= big stars, and big directors—is that the screenwriter becomes a decidedly 

secondary or tertiary figure, but so does the often unknown writer of the adapted 
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text.‖  It means that Dan Brown as the famous author of the novel and David Koepp 

as screenwriter and the famous director makes Inferno as great adaptation product. 

Film Inferno is the world film category, making big money and the big beginning of 

the novel is directly proportional to the script writer.  

The commentary of Inferno‘s trailer year 2016, Inferno-official trailer (HD), 

which 11.301.966 times watched, 2.300 commentaries, 22.000 likes, and 1.100 who 

do not like it in YouTube by Sony Pictures Entertainment. The commentators use 

some languages like English, Italian and another language. English is more dominant 

than some languages because it has become an international language. However, 

some commentators combine English language with their language that makes other 

commentators difficult to understand. The data explains how many audiences 

participate in film adaptation. The commentaries of audience are a sign that the novel 

has been owned by the audiences. Novel Inferno has been translated into more 

seventy languages and has become the bestseller.  It means that the economy aspect 

increases for the author and the filmmaker who attracts the attention of the 

audiences.   

b. The Legal Constraints  

Novel is different from film so adapter makes the differences from the two 

works to adjust and facilities the audience in understanding the contents. The 

changes made by adapter depend on how deep the original work and pay attention 

for the controls in adaptation process. Hutcheon (2006: 88) stated about the second 
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motivation in adaptation theory is the legal constraints like raider, spawned, 

controlled, derivative, substantial similarity, and re-faction. When all structures and 

genres change in adaptation process, they are no longer adaptation but plagiarism or 

remake. The need for control in adaptation process makes adapters have freedom in 

their creativity and cannot forget their responsibilities as intermediaries from author 

and filmmaker.  

The adapter has perspective, imagination, and ability. The adapter is given 

the control from the author to changes in the film adapted from original work. In the 

process of creation, the adapter adjusts the novel into the film because their medium 

is different. In spite of that, in this process of adaptation there must be an official 

agreement from the owner of the original work with the adapter who will carry out 

the process of creation. As the results, this process has relation with the second 

motivation in adaptation, named the legal constraint which controlled on the process 

in adaptation relation the position of the screenwriter as the adapter between of the 

author of novel and the director of the film. 

c. The audiences 

The writer find out the audiences as one of some motivations or reason 

adapter adapting novel into film because adapters not only pay attention to their 

controls but also have to understand the audience such as perspective, knowledge 

and expectation‘s audience from one literary work to another. Rojas (2012) in her 
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paper discussed the development of transposition and commentary adaptation in 

BBC (1980 and 1995) and in focus features (2005), and analogy adaptation in Bride 

and Prejudice (2004) and Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001). In her research, she 

analyzed the commentary of audiences in BBC which deals with the object of her 

research namely classic novels to popular culture. Thus, one of the motivation or 

reason of adapter is the audiences that have relation with commentary or perspective, 

expectation for one or more literary works.  

―Am looking forward already…my best author and best actor...no 

combination better” (Trailer; cknafather/2 year ago) 

The commentary of audience above explains how audience expects the 

presence of a new work or film Inferno that film adaptation from novel. Audience 

was very enthusiastic about film Inferno because film based on novel by Dan Brown 

and waited film Inferno because the main character of film is his best actor.  

The writer classifies the data of the commentary and identifies how the 

audience‘s perspective in the differences of the adaptation film based on the novel. 

The commentary describes how the background of the audience that related the 

knowing and unknowing audience, the audience‘s experience, expectation and the 

other. The commentary in the trailer Inferno 2016, the writer finds three types of the 

commentary like pro, contra and neutral as follow: 

1) Pro Commentary 

―Hope that the movie is as good as the book.‖ (Trailer; Surya Pratap 

Singh/ 1 year ago) 
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The quote above, the audience hopes the film will be good like the novel. The 

commentary is the example of the audience‘s expectation. The good estimation of 

the audience describes pro commentary for the novel into the film before the 

audience watches the film completely. The audience ever reads the novel because the 

statement refer the film will can be good like the novel.       

―While I was watching this trailer, suddenly a question pepped up in 

my mind. Here is it: ―If I have a power to blow off half of world’s 

population, which region I would choose?” Then, I faced my 

demon of racism.‖ (Trailer; Thanh Hien Nyuyen/ 1 year ago) 

 The quote above, the audience just pro commentary with the film because the 

commentary explains the audience‘s thinking. The audience‘s mind opens about 

world‘s population in the story of the film. Open minded as the audience‘s 

imagination becomes the successful of novel or film.  The commentary not only 

stimulates the audience‘s interesting but also the commentary describes the audience 

compare two things such as the story of one literary and the reality.  

2) Contra Commentary 

―Just watching the movie. Sienna is not a blonde. Vayentha doesn’t 

spikes. Plus, Langdon is able to control the plague at the end. 

Quite, different from the book.‖ (Trailer; Fab! Lyrics/ 1 year ago) 

 The quote above, the commentary discusses about some differences between 

of characters in the novel and some character in the film. The contra commentary 

explains the audience‘s experience and the audience‘s expectation after reading the 
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novel into the film Inferno. The audience disappointed in the commentary because 

the story in the novel was not same in the film and so very different of both.  

―This movie is BAD! There are less riddles in this movie than in the 

prequels.1) The film is too fast-paced and thus has not even 

enough screen-time for the few riddles. 2) Zobrist is just a rich 

wannabe-genocide-perpetrator and not the brilliant 

transhumanist as in the novel. 3) They changed the shocking 

book-ending COMPLETELY! And the priory ingenious Inferno-

virus nothing special as in the novel. Just a stupid killer virus. 

Conclusion: read the book instead! Unless you are content with a 

conventional action-thriller-movie with a boring fast-paced scavenger 

hunt!‖ (Trailer; Gaia Seraphina/ 1 year ago) 

 The quote above, the commentary of the audience refers how the audience 

disappointed because the first sentence this movie is bad about the audience‘s judge 

of film after reading the novel. The contra commentary of the audience details the 

thinking about someone don not judge by the cover of the novel when sees the film is 

bad. The audience shows the some differences between novel and film that has the 

relation character of Zobrist, plot in the ending of story, theme and the other. In 

addition, the audience gives the suggestion about before watching the film, someone 

have to reading the novel first.    

―I think I’m going to read book first. This looks very cliché. Does 

Tom Hanks only ever deliver his lines in the same monotone 

throughout the entire movie?‖ (Trailer; Miles_Metal…8-Bit Metal, 

Video Game and Film Covers/ 1 year ago) 

 The quote above, the commentary refers the audience has not experience of 

the novel. When spectator does not read the novel as adapted from, will not see what 
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the changes of both and will easily judge a work without the original work. The 

contra commentary also describes the question about one actor in the film and 

because of that the audience wants to read the novel Inferno as based on the knowing 

audience. 

―Can someone explain in to me why the films adaptations of this 

series were not made in the way as the books released?‖ (Trailer; 

Thboy10/ 1 year ago) 

 The quote above, the commentary of the audience complains the film 

between of the question. The audience saw the film as the product adaptation that 

was not made according to the novel as original work. The audience seemed to ask 

the novel change into the film as the form the contra for the change. 

3) Neutral commentary 

―Books over movies, any day and always. One of the best things I‘ve 

discovered is book reading. And now I am thankful to all the teachers 

of my childhood who taught me to read and write. Value of 

education recognized. Tip: be careful in selected what you read.‖ 

(Trailer; Atul Kumar/1 year ago) 

The quote above, the commentary of the audience suggests someone must 

select to read the book because there is value of education as priority. The neutral 

commentary of the audience explains the film as mirror of the novel. The audience 

gives not the commentary that refers pro or contra about the film Inferno adapted 

from the novel.  
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Hutcheon (2006: 125) stated that, ―differently knowing audiences bring 

different information to their interpretations of adaptations. For example, film buffs 

likely see new movies through the lenses of other ones.‖ Knowing about how an 

audience's views, expectations and experiences for literary works. Another word 

from knowing audience is a player who knows a lot about the adaptation for film and 

novel. For example: knowing the audience in film Inferno from the novel can be seen 

by the comments of the audience who have made comparisons between of both 

works. The reason why someone does comparisons and assessments between two 

literary works such as pro, contra and neutral because of the knowledge of both 

works, experience of reading from novel that also uses imagination and takes a long 

time but watching film adaptation that uses visual, sound, and another in a short 

period of time to enjoy the story. 

Unknowing audience when a spectator or viewer only enjoys a literary work 

and audience does not want to know more than just the film. Another word from 

unknowing is Junior. Example: adaptation film has a sign in the form of the word 

"adaptated from" and "based on".  A code or meaning of words is; the film adaptated 

from the novel. In other word, an audience does not know the meaning of the film 

what someone‘s watching. That means, the audience is a junior or unknowing 

audience. 

 Kinds and degrees of immersion related to three modes engagement and the 

purpose of the audience. Novels use textual meaning while films use semiotican and 

respond to the audience. Example: the film Inferno gets a lot of bad ratings from the 
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audience in the trailer in youtube because of the significant changes in the novel. The 

number of audiences who have knowledge raises high expectation. Excessive 

changes can disappoint of the audience and finally there will be a bad comment on a 

work. 

  This research has seen changes from novel to film and looked the reasons in 

how the adapter makes the change of adaptation. Finally, the writer agrees with the 

change from novel into film Inferno after using adaptation theory but the writer is 

disappointed in the result of adaptation which becomes a product in the form of film 

Inferno because of the result of adaptation process beyond the audience‘s 

expectation. Not only outside the audience‘s expectation, this adaptation almost 

changes all intrinsic elements but also mixes plays from one character to other 

characters. As a connoisseur of literary works, the writer agrees with contra 

comments from the audiences who say the film adaptation is bad.  

Even though adapters have the authority and know the controls in adaptation 

theory but the result of adaptation is far the expectation of readers of novel which as 

the original work from film. Cause and effect in the change of adaptation from novel 

into film Inferno 2016 is an important example to know the limits, rules and aspects 

in adaptation before becoming an adapter. New work in form of film produced by 

adapter creativity will be assessed by the audience. An adapter should pay more 

attention to how the audiences who relate to knowledge and expectation of the 
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audience. Therefore, the work created has value from the audience rather than just 

getting a box office predicate.  

  Adaptation not only describes how a literary work is adapted to other literary 

works or back again but also adaptation is closely related to the cause and effect of a 

large object. Cause and effect of the creation of the universe, humans and the 

purpose of the Creator is the thinking start in the world. Next, the cause and effect 

presents a big question for intelligent people. In Al-Qur‘an surah Al-Anfal verse 22 

talks about cause-effect or the season why there are the differences between animals 

and humans. It means that humans and other creatures such as animals, angels and 

demons is the reason that can determine the choice of right and wrong. This life 

seems to travel from nothing to being, another word from birth-growth-death. The 

example is a life process that contains a long phase or stage. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 There are two parts of this chapter; conclusions and suggestions. After 

analysis the data from Brown‘s novel, film Inferno 2016 with script and the 

commentary of the audience in YouTube, the writer formulates some conclusions 

and suggestions to the readers. 

A. CONCLUSIONS 

1. This study describes the differences between the novel and the film on the 

structural and the mix play of both works. The differences in the structural 

and the mix play are character, plot and setting. There are the differences of 

Dr. Sienna Brooks, Dr. Elizabeth Sinskey, and Dr. Marconi‘s character in the 

novel and the film while Ernesto, an older woman, an elderly couple, 

Eugenia‘s character in the novel are omitted in the film. There is the 

difference in the ending of the story in novel and the film that as plot of story. 

In addition, there are the differences of setting of place and time like three 

setting of places when Sienna and Robert Langdon are blurred from army and 

World of Health Organization in the novel and the film.      

2. The study presents the three types of the audience in the trailer of the film to 

find out the motivation or reason of the adapter adapting novel into film. The 

three of the audiences are pro, contra, and neutral commentary and three 

motivations or reasons of the adapter are the economy, the legal constrains, 

and the audience.  
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B. SUGGESTIONS 

The writer would like some suggestions based on the conclusions before. 

Some suggestions as follow: 

1. The writer suggests adaptation of novel into film Inferno 2106 can help the 

readers to understand the differences of adaptation two or more works. Two 

points of this suggest; the reader to identify adaptation such as character, plot, 

setting and the other, and the reader to find the reason or motivation why 

there are the differences of adaptation one literary work to another. 

2. The writer suggests adaptation of novel into film Inferno 2106 can help to 

understand the audience as spectator in literary works and as one of some 

adapter‘s motivation or reason to make the differentiation in adaptation of the 

film based on the novel.    
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Appendix I 

Title of Novel: Inferno 

Author: Dan Brown 

Country: United Stated  

Language: English 

Series: the fourth book in Robert Langdon 

Genre: Mystery, Conspiracy fiction, and Thriller  

Pages: 609 pages in Indonesia‘s translation and 334 pages in English 

Type of Media: Print and e-book 

Publication Date: May 14
th

 2013 

Publisher: Dounleday 

ISBN: 9780593072493 

Preceded by: The Lost Symbol 

Follow by: Origin  

The covers of novel Inferno as follow: 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Inferno-cover.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Inferno-cover.jpg


 
 

 

 

Title of Film: Inferno 

 Genre: Mystery, Thriller 

Duration: 1:21: 40 second  

Relished: 28 Oktober 2016 

Country: Amerika 

Director: Ron Howard 

Screenwriter: David Koepp 

Producer: Brian Grazer, Ron Howard 

=Production: Columbia Pictures 

Actors and arties: Tom Hanks, Felicity Jones, Irfan Khan, Omar Sy, Ben Foster 

The covers of film and trailer Inferno as follow: 

Picture 3 is the cover of film Picture 4 is the cover of film trailer 



 

 

 

 

Adaptation of Novel into Film Inferno 2016 

In this research, the writer presented the data analysis about the differences 

between novel and film Inferno. Here are some data that related with adaptation 

theory in what or form of one literary to others. The writer would found what the 

differences of form in telling (novel) to showing (film). Adaptation of novel into film 

Inferno 2016 focused on the differences of both works. There are some differences of 

them like character, plot, setting and mix play in novel and film. 

The table is the differences of novel into film Inferno 2016 as follow: 

NO NOVEL FILM THE DIFFERENCES 

1. A man in scrubs hurried 

in, apparently alerted by 

Langdon’s racing hear 

monitor. He had a shaggy 

beard, bushy mustache, and 

gentle eyes that radiated a 

thoughtful calm beneath 

his overgrown eyebrows.  

(Page 16) 

 A man in scrubs hurries 

into the room. Fiftyish, 

bearded. He goes straight 

to the monitors and 

checks them. (page 6 in 

script and 05:08/2:01:40 

in film) 

Dr. Maconi is 

described as an 

important figure when 

Langdon wake up in 

hospital (in film) but 

in the film depicted 

plain even not 

heighted.  

2. She appeared to be in her 

early thirties. She wore 

scrubs and had ties her 

blond hair back in thick 

ponytail that swung behind 

her as she walked. The 

only blemish a tiny beauty 

mark just above her lips. 

Dr. Sienna Brooks is in 

her early thirties, blue 

scrubs and blond hair 

held back in a ponytail. 

(page 6 in script and 

05:08/2:01:40 in film) 

Dr. Sienna Brooks 

more beautiful than 

Sienna in film.  



 

 

 

(Page 16)    

3. ―Dr. Marconi doesn‘t 

speak much English,‖ She 

said, sitting down beside 

him, ―and he asked me to 

fill out your admittance 

form.‖ She give him 

another smile.  ―Okay‖ 

she began her tone 

businesslike. ―What is your 

name?‖ (page 16) 

I‘m Dr. Sienna Brooks. 

Dr. Marconi doesn‘t 

speak much English, and 

he asked me to talk with 

you. (page 6 in script and 

05:47/2:01:40 in film) 

There is different 

Sienna‘s character in 

novel and film. Dr. 

Sienna is friendly in 

novel. She is 

mysterious in film.  

4. Langdon wanted in horror 

as Dr. Marconi staggered 

backward into the room, 

falling to the floor, 

clutching his chest, his 

white lab coat drenched in 

blood. (page 21) 

Dr. Marconi staggers 

backward into the room, 

bangs off the door frame, 

and falls to the floor, 

clutching his chest. 

Blood flows between his 

fingers. (page 11 in script 

and 10:02/2:01:40 in 

film) 

In novel, Dr. Marconi 

uses a white lab coat 

and in film, Dr. Sienna 

uses it.  

5. Crouched beside Marconi‘s 

body, Dr. Brooks kept 

searching for a pulse as 

tears welled in her eyes. 

Then, as if a switch had 

been flipped inside her, she 

stood and turned to 

Langdon. Her expression 

transformed before his 

eyes, her young features 

hardening with all the 

detached composure of a 

seasoned ER doctor 

dealing with a crisis. (page 

24)  

Sienna, who was behind 

it, flips the deadbolt lock, 

Langdon watches in 

frozen horror as she 

drops to the ground, 

distraught, calling out in 

Italian Dr. Marconi, but 

he is gone, dead from a 

bullet wound to the chest, 

and now there‘s a 

POUNDING on the 

hospital door, and it‘s 

just a few moments 

before Veyentha figures 

a way to come through 

and into room. (page 11 

in script and 

There is different 

between what happen 

in novel and film 

when Dr. Marconi was 

dead. In novel; Dr. 

Sienna is sad when she 

kept searching for a 

pulse as tears welled 

in her eyes, and in 

film; Dr. Sienna flips 

the deadbolt lock, 

then, moves with 

Langdon.  



 

 

 

05:06/2:01:40 in film) 

6. The next fifteen seconds 

were a blur, descending 

stairs, falling. Langdon 

stepped on something 

sharp and fell, hitting the 

pavement hard. (page 25) 

In the hospital staircase, 

Langdon clings to the 

rail, half-running, half-

falling down the stairs 

as fast as his bare feet 

and diminished state will 

allow. (page 12 in script 

and 10:50/2:01:40 in 

film) 

In novel; Robert 

Langdon fell in two 

times at the corridor 

and the pavement but 

in film; Robert 

Langdon just clings to 

the rail, half-running, 

half-falling down in 

the stairs. 

7. The creaky carriage 

shimmied and vibrated as 

it began its ascent. 

Because the walls were 

nothing but metal 

screens, Langdon found 

himself watching the 

inside of the elevator shift 

slide rhythmically past 

them. Even in his 

semiconscious state, 

Langdon‘s lifelong fear of 

cramped spaces was alive 

and well. Dr. Brooks eyed 

him with concern, ―What is 

it?‖. ―I keep 

hallucinating!‖ (page 28)
 

Sienna: ―My apartment‖. 

Langdon shrugs, willing 

to go along. Langdon: 

―Okay‖. He looks 

around, orienting 

himself, looks back at 

Sienna. (page 14 in 

script and 12:37/2:01:40 

in film)  

In novel; Dr. Sienna 

Brooks and Robert 

Langdon walk in the 

pavement until 

Sienna‘s apartment 

and Sienna asked 

meekly Langdon, but 

in film; Langdon just 

wake up in Sienna‘s 

apartment, plus Sienna 

explained her 

apartment with 

arrogantly.  

8. Langdon’s eyes shot 

open, and he drew a 

startled breath. He was 

still seated at Sienna‘s 

desk, head in his hands, 

heart pounding wildly. 

(page 35) 

Langdon‘s eyes open 

again. He blinks. He 

looks down. He sees his 

jacket, the one Sienna 

took from the hospital 

room, has been tied 

around his bloody arm 

like a bandage. The rest 

of the jacket dangles over 

the edge of the chair he‘s 

In novel; when 

Langdon wake up in 

the apartment without 

Sienna but in film; 

there is Sienna 

opposite Langdon.   



 

 

 

sitting in. he lifts his 

head. He‘s in the living 

room of a modest 

apartment. Sienna sits 

opposite him. Langdon 

finds his voice. (page 14 

in script and 12:41/ 

2:01:40 in film) 

9. Somewhere in the 

apartment, a phone was 

ringing. It was a piercing, 

old-fashioned ring, 

coming from the kitchen. 

Langdon felt a fresh wave 

of remorse engulfing him. 

From the sounds of the 

message, Dr. Marconi had 

been permitting Sienna to 

work at the hospital. Now 

Langdon‘s presence had 

cost Marconi his life, and 

Sienna‘s instinct to save a 

stranger had dire 

implications for her future. 

(page 35) 

Nothing There is nothing about 

the massage of Dr. 

Marconi‘s information 

in film that different 

with novel.  

10. ―When you‘re done, please 

come out to the kitchen,‖ 

she added. “There’s 

something important I 

need to show you before 

we call anyone.” (page 35) 

Langdon: “May I use 

your phone? I’d like to 

call the police. Or the u. 

s. consulate. Both, 

actually.” (page 16 in 

script and 13:02/2:01:40 

in film)  

In novel and script; 

Sienna forbids 

Langdon to call 

someone but in film 

different with in novel 

and script. 

11. Sienna walked tiredly 

down the hall to the 

apartment‘s bedroom. 

Retrieving a pair of blue 

jeans and a sweater from 

Nothing  Sienna‘s character in 

novel differs from 

Sienna in film. In 

novel; Sienna uses wig 

and changes her 



 

 

 

the dresser, she carried 

them into her bathroom. 

Locking her eyes with own 

reflection in the mirror, she 

reached up, grabbed a 

clutch of her thick blond 

ponytail, and pulled down 

hard, sliding the wig for 

her bald scalp. (page 35) 

clothes. But, in film; 

there is nothing like 

that. 

12. A hairless thirty-two-year-

old woman stated back at 

her from the mirror. She 

cried for the life she could 

not control. She cried for 

the mentor who had died 

before her eyes. She cried 

for the profound loneliness 

that filled her heart. But, 

above all, she cried for the 

future which suddenly felt 

so uncertain. (page 36) 

Nothing  Sienna‘s character in 

novel differs from 

Sienna in film. In 

novel; Sienna is sad 

because Dr. Marconi 

died but in film; 

Sienna is serious and 

she never cries about 

her mentor. 

13. She knew it was probably 

just the adrenaline, but she 

found herself strangely 

attracted to American 

professor. In addition to 

his being handsome, he 

seemed to possess a 

sincerely good heart, in 

some distant, alternate life, 

Robert Langdon might 

even be someone she could 

be with. He would never 

want me, she thought. I’m 

damaged. (page 46) 

Nothing  Novel differs from 

film because Sienna 

began falling in love 

with Robert Langdon.  

14. The underground carport 

was dark and smelled of 

Sienna punches the gas 

and the trike roars 

In novel and script; 

there is a silver Trike 



 

 

 

urine. Sienna jogged over 

to a corner packed with 

scooters and motorcycles. 

She stopped at a silver 

Trike-a three- wheeled 

moped contraption that 

looked like the ungainly 

offspring of an Italian 

Vespa and an adult 

tricycle. (page 58)  

away. She shouts back 

over her shoulder as they 

race down the street. 

(page 32 and 

30:272:01:40 in film) 

as transformation 

when Sienna and 

Langdon escape from 

her apartment but the 

transformation Sienna 

and Langdon in film is 

a car. 

15. They all turned, and 

Langdon made a show of 

glancing around like a 

lost tourist. A tattooed kid 

puffed coolly on cigarette 

and snidely replied. One a 

girls her tattooed friend 

and politely pointed down 

the long wall toward the 

Porta Romana. 

Nothing  Some  characters in 

novel  are not in film 

16. As director of the World 

Health Organization, 

Elizabeth was no stranger 

to rubbing shoulders with 

the big boys. Suffering 

from severe asthma by 

age six, she had been 

treated with a high dose 

of a promising new drug-

the first of the world’s 

glucocorticoids, or steroid 

hormones-which had 

cured her asthma 

symptoms in miraculous 

fashion. (page 77) 

Elizabeth Sinskey could 

never have children. Even 

Nothing. 

Pictures 31:17 

In novel, Elizabeth 

Sinskey is sixty-one 

years old but she is 

youngest in film. 

Elizabeth has asthma 

when she was a child 

but in film has not. 

 



 

 

 

now, at sixty-one years 

old, she still felt a pang of 

hollowness every time she 

saw a mother and infant. 

(page 78) 

17. A heavy silence settled in 

the room. ―Yes,‖ the lanky 

man finally said. “Silent 

terror is an apt response 

to this graph. Seeing it is 

a bit like staring into the 

headlight of an oncoming 

locomotive. “Any 

question, Dr. Sinskey?” 

(80) 

Nothing.  In novel; There are 

setting silence settled 

in the room and the 

conversation between 

Zobrist and Sinskey 

about Zobrist‘s 

purpose related with 

inferno and human 

population. In film: 

there are not setting in 

the room and the 

conversation like in 

novel. 

18. The Buontalenti Gritto-so 

named for its architect, 

Bernardo Bountalenti-was 

arguably the most curious-

looking space in all of 

Florence. (Page 97)   

EXT Boboli Garden-

main gate day. And a 

third time, until it 

FREEZE-FRAMES, a 

grainy, overhead image 

of Langdon and Sienna, 

seen from the drone 

aircraft that just took 

their picture. (page 41 in 

script and 38:52/2:01:40 

in film) 

 There are differences 

setting of the place 

between in novel and 

film. 

19. The second cavern which 

was smaller, deeper, and 

darker. It, too, was 

dominated by a central 

piece of art-in this case, a 

statue of two intertwined 

lovers-behind which 

Langdon and Sienna now 

INT/EXT Vasari 

corridor day. The stairs 

put out in an open, 

arched corridor that runs 

along the river. But just 

as Sienna takes the first 

step out into the open, 

Langdon hears the BUZZ 

There are differences 

setting of the place 

between in novel and 

film when Robert 

Langdon and Sienna 

move from one place 

to another.  



 

 

 

hid anew. (page 98) 

 

of the drone again. (page 

59 in script and 

39:45/2:01:40 in film) 

20. The tiny space was 

adorned with rough-

hewn mosaics and satyrs. 

At its center stood a life-

size sculpture of a Bathing 

Venus, who, fittingly, 

seemed to be glancing 

nervously over her 

shoulder. (page 100) 

EXT Palazzo Vecchio 

day. The sprawling 

Plazzo Vecchio, its bell 

tower blossoming over 

the city. INT Hall of Five 

Hundred day. The Hall of 

Five Hundred was at one 

time the largest room in 

the world. (page 54 in 

script and 40:53/2:01:40 

in film) 

Setting of the place in 

novel differs from in 

film. 

21. Pitti Palace security 

Ernesto Russo had always 

wanted to play European 

football, but at twenty nine 

years old and overweight, 

he had finally begun to 

accept that his childhood 

dream would never come 

true. (page 98) 

Nothing. There is one character 

in novel and there is 

not in film. Ernesto 

Russo is security 

guard at Pitti Palace.  

22. Sienna reached up and 

gently smoothed out 

Langdon’s Brioni suit 

jacket and adjusted his 

collar. ―You look very 

presentable, Robert.‖ She 

gave him a demure smile, 

adjusted her own sweater, 

and set out. (page 111) 

Nothing  

 

In novel; Sienna is 

depicted smooting 

Langdon‘s Briori suit 

jacket but in film, 

Sienna never did it. 

23. Guardian of the gate. The 

custodian glanced up, 

looking startled. 

―Signori?!‖ he held out his 

arms for Langdon and 

40:23/2:01:40 Guardian of the gate‘s 

character present in 

the novel is omitted in 

the film.  



 

 

 

Sienna to stop. (page 111) 

24. ―He did,‖ Sienna said, 

arriving from across the 

hall, ―but he had a 

breakfast meeting. He said 

you wouldn‘t mind if we 

stayed to look around.‖ 

Sienna enthusiastically 

extended her hand. “I’m 

Sienna. Robert’s sister.” 

(page 117) 

Langdon: “Yes. Yes. 

I’m sorry, this is 

Sienna. My niece.” 

Marta takes a look at 

Sienna, then looks back 

at Langdon with a 

knowing smile. Marta: 

―You‘re in Italy, 

professor, you don‘t have 

to say ―niece‖ for God‘s 

sake.‖ She takes Sienna‘s 

hand. (page 57 in script 

and Pro44:27/2:01:40 in 

film) 

In novel: Marta 

suddenly comes to 

Langdon and Sienna. 

Here, Sienna 

introduces herself 

enthusiastically as 

Langdon‘s sister for 

Marta. In film; Robert 

Langdon introduces 

Sienna as his niece. 

25. ―Robert Langdon!?‖ 

Eugenia demended. ―Sei 

con Langdon oro?!‖ 

You‘re with Langdon 

now?! Eugrnia seemed to 

be missing the point. Yes, 

but the mask. ―Devo 

parlare co lui!‖ Eugenia all 

but shouted. I need to 

speak to him!  One the line, 

there was a long pause, ang 

Eugenia finally said, ―Mr. 

Langdon, My Boss trusted 

you so I will, too.‖ (page 

135-136) 

Nothing  Some characters in 

novel are not in film. 

One of some character 

is Eugenia. She is a 

Ignazio‘s secretaries. 

She calls Marta to 

speak with Robert 

Landon in Palazzo‘s 

incidence.  

26. “Marta,” Langdon said, 

his voice deep and 

understanding. “I know it 

must be hard to believe, 

but I truly, don’t 

remember last night at 

all. I have no idea why 

Security Director: ―You 

will wait here for the 

police until.‖ But 

Langdon and Sienna 

are gone. (page 65 in 

script and 50:48/ 2:01:40 

in film) 

There is a negotiation 

between Langdon and 

Marta to blur from the 

police in novel but in 

film is not like that. 

Actually, in film; 

Robert Langdon and 



 

 

 

Ignazio and I took the 

mask.” (page 138) 

Sienna are gone after 

Langdon forces Marta 

and Sienna closes the 

door. 

27. His knees hit the plank 

hard, and his hand 

strained desperately 

forward, trying to reach 

the crossing strut. The 

flashlight went clattering 

into the dark space beneath 

them, landing on the 

canvas, which caught it 

like a net. Langdon’s legs 

pumped, barely propelling 

him to safety on the next 

strut as the plank fell away 

beneath him, landing with 

a cash eight feet bellow on 

the wooden lacunars 

surrounding the canvas of 

Vasari‘s Apotheosis. 

She nods. He starts 

across, shining the light 

at the beams beneath 

them. ―You are not afraid 

of heights, are you?‖ She 

looks up at him. She is. 

Sienna: ―Does it matter?‖ 

Langdon: ―Guess not.‖ 

They start across. She 

looks up at him, smiles 

at his reassurance and 

puts a foot wrong. She 

stumbles, her foot 

sliding off the edge of 

the plank, she trips and 

she falls. (page 42-43 in 

script and 55:17/2:01:40 

in film) 

In novel; There are the 

flashlight fall in the 

garret and Langdon 

falls with the 

flashlight but in film; 

there are Sienna‘s HP 

flashlight and she 

falls. 

28. ―I know,‖ she said. ―Long 

story. Now bend down.‖ 

She held up the wig, 

clearly intending to put 

on Langdon’s head. Is she 

serious? Langdon 

halfheartedly bent over, 

and Sienna wedged the 

blond hair onto his head. 

The wig barely fit, but she 

arranged it is best as she 

could. Then she stepped 

back and assessed him. 

(page 154) 

 Like now. The door 

scrapes open and 

Langdon and Sienna 

step through it, 

straightening and 

blinking their eyes at 

the sudden 

daylight.(page 77 in 

script and 58:50/2:01:40 

in film)   

In novel; Sienna gave 

her wig for Langdon 

to disguise before 

exiting the Palazzo 

Vencchio and in film; 

Sienna and Robert 

Langdon straight out 

the scrapes door open. 



 

 

 

29. The man in the Plume 

Paris eyeglasses picked at 

his bleeding skin as he 

snaked through the crowd, 

keeping a safe distance 

behind Robert Langdon 

and Sienna Brooks. (page 

155) 

A tall man in silhouette 

sits at cafe table. Over 

his shoulder, we watch 

his head turn, following 

Langdon and Sienna as 

they move into crowd. 

(page 77 in script and 

59:00/2:01:40 in film)  

There are the 

differences between 

novel, script and film 

about a man who 

follows Landon and 

Sienna. In novel are a 

man uses eyeglasses 

and he sick, In script is 

a tall man in silhouette 

sits at cafe table, and 

in film is Christoph 

Bouchard  who 

member of WHO. 

30. An older woman who was 

sweeping the altar hissed 

sharply at Sienna and held 

up a finger to her lips for 

silence. (page 165) 

  Nothing  There is an older 

woman in novel but in 

there is not in film. 

31. Langdon set his sights on 

an elderly couple seated 

near the front of the 

church. The old man‘s bald 

head was dipped forward, 

chin to chest; clearly he 

was stealing a nap. (page 

166) 

Nothing  There is an elderly 

couple who the wife 

so kind in novel but in 

film is loses.  

32. Nothing  Sienna has asthma 

(1:02:04/2:01:40 in film)   

Novel and script have 

not Sienna‘s sick but 

in film is not like that. 

Actually there are the 

differences between 

novel, script and film 

about Sienna‘s 

character. 

33. The stranger facing him 

had sandy-brown hair, 

designer glasses, and a 

Christoph Bouchard 

from World Health 

Organization. 

The differences 

between novel, script 

and film about one 



 

 

 

terrible rash on his face and 

neck. The man threw up 

his hands in disbelief. 

―Jonathan Ferris? World 

Health Organization? 

The guy who flew to 

Harvard University and 

picked you up!‖ (page 189) 

(1:05:27/2:01:40 in film) character that join 

with Sienna and 

Langdon in a 

Baptismal. In novel, 

he is Jonathan Ferris 

from World Health 

Organization. In 

script, there is not 

someone comes to 

Robert Langdon and 

Sienna when they in a 

Baptismal. In film, he 

is Christoph Bouchard 

from World Health 

Organization. 

34. Langdon had wrapped in 

newspaper and discreetly 

sealed inside a self-serve 

locker in the train station. 

―Robert?” Sienna was up 

ahead with Ferris, 

motioning toward the water 

taxis. ―We don‘t have 

much time.‖ (page 217) 

Langdon and Sienna are 

board the train, sitting 

across from another. 

(page 85 in script and 

1:08:12/2:01:40 in film) 

The differences 

between novel, script 

and film related with 

the setting of train and 

who are they there. In 

novel; Robert 

Langdon, Sienna and 

Ferris in the train. In 

script; Robert 

Langdon and Sienna 

in the train. In film; 

Robert Langdon, 

Sienna, and Christoph 

Bouchard in the train.  

35. Nothing  Sinskey: “Why should 

I? Why do I even need 

you?” 

Sims: “Because I’m the 

one who planted a 

tracking device on 

Professor Langdon.” 

(page 84-85 in script and 

In film, The 

conversation between 

Sims and Elisabeth 

shows Elisabeth 

Sinskey loves Robert 

Langdon and she want 

to found him but in 

novel is not.    



 

 

 

1:12:45/2:01:40 in film)  

36. An instant later, his eyes 

found both Sienna and 

Ferris. On the floor in front 

of the Horses of St. Mark‘s 

Sienna was kneeling over 

Dr. Ferris who had 

collapsed in convulsion, 

clutching his chest. (page 

239) 

Sims kills Christoph 

Bouchard. (1: 

26:47/2:01:40 in film) 

In the novel; Ferris 

dies suddenly when he 

follows Langdon and 

Sienna but in film; 

Christoph Bouchard as 

the one who follows 

Langdon and Sienna is 

dead after Sims kill 

him. 

37. Powerful arms in long 

black sleeves were 

reaching into the well like 

the thrashing tentacles of 

some hungry monster, 

grasping at the man‘s legs, 

pulling him back toward 

the window. “Run, 

Sienna!” shouted the 

struggling man, “Now!” 

(page 245)   

Langdon: “Oh, not.” 

Langdon is dragged back 

down, into the crypt, 

turned around to face 

Agent Brunder and a 

needle is needle is 

plunged into his neck. 

The last thing he sees is 

Agent Bruder‘s face, 

darkness closing in all 

around as everything 

Three mediums like 

novel, script and film 

have the differences. 

In novel; Sienna so 

sad when she have to 

leave Langdon. Here, 

Langdon is captured 

by powerful arms in 

long black sleeves like 

some hungry monster. 

In script; Sienna 



 

 

 

goes black. (page 94 in 

script and 

1:19:54/2:01:40 in film) 

leaves Langdon so bad 

and Agent Bruder 

restrains him. In film; 

Sienna leaves 

Langdon so bad too 

and Christoph 

Bouchard arrests him. 

38. I’m so sorry, Robert. For 

everything. Please know I 

had no choice. Strangely, 

Sienna missed him 

already. Here, amid the 

masses of Venice, she felt 

a familiar loneliness 

settling in. (page 253)  

She looks at him. He is 

determined, and he‘s 

armed. Sienna: “I loved 

you very much. (page 96 

in script and 

1:20:23/2:01:40 in film) 

In novel; Sienna loves 

Langdon. In script, 

Sienna loves Zobrist. 

In film; Sienna 

remembers Zobrist 

when they falling in 

love and she loves him 

so much.  

39. Bruder’s voice was 

clearer his time. “…and I 

repeat the contagion has 

been dispersed!” (page 

298)   

The virus has been 

released. (page 115in 

script and1:51:54/2:01:40 

in film) 

The virus has been 

released in novel and 

Script but in film has 

not. 

40. Sienna overtook Sinskey, Sienna’s dead hand There are the 



 

 

 

grabbing her shoulder 

and using it as leverage to 

launch past her, 

clambering wildly over 

her toward the exit. 

Sinskey stumbled forward 

onto her knees, her beloved 

amulet hitting the cement 

stairs and breaking in half. 

(page 299) 

opens, releasing her 

grip on the vile vial. The 

tube rolls down the 

catwalk, headed for the 

water, it just tips over the 

edge and Langdon 

catches it.(page 114 in 

script and 

1:53:03/2:01:40 in film) 

differences between 

novel and film about 

Sienna‘s character. In 

novel; Sienna blurred 

after the virus has 

been released. In script 

and film; Sienna‘s 

dead. 

41. Langdon rushed up the 

street toward an elderly 

man who standing outside 

a restaurant under an 

awning. He was nicely 

dressed in an embroidered 

tunic and a white turban. 

(page 301) 

The end  

42. With that, Langdon dashed 

down the hill after Sienna, 

who was running directly 

The end  



 

 

 

toward the crowds milling 

around the Spice Bazaar. 

(page 303)  

43. Although he could still see 

her, Sienna was a long way 

ahead, eschewing the taxi 

stand and idling buses and 

heading directly for the 

docks, where Langdon saw 

all manner of boats moving 

in and out tourist barges, 

water taxis, private fishing 

boats, speedboats. (page 

305) 

The end  

44. Instead, she buried her face 

in her hands. She began 

trembling, her shoulders 

hunched and shuddering. 

When she finally looked at 

Langdon, her eyes were 

overflowing with tears. 

The end  



 

 

 

―Robert,‖ she sobbed. ―I 

can‘t run away anymore. I 

have nowhere left to go.‖ 

(page 306) 

45. Sienna was silent for a long 

moment. ―The virus has the 

ability to render the human 

body…infertile.‖ She 

shifted uncomfortably. 

―Bertrand created a sterility 

plague.‖ (page 314) 

The end  

46. Langdon stepped forward 

and wrapped his arms 

around her. He could feel 

her body trembling, feel 

her frailty against his chest. 

He whispered softly in her 

ear. (page 317) 

The end  

47. The two uniformed men 

got out of the sedan and 

scanned the area. 

The end  



 

 

 

Apparently satisfied that 

they had not been 

followed, they stripped off 

police uniforms and tossed 

them aside. Then they 

helped Ferris and the 

provost out of the car and 

removed their handcuffs. 

(page 318)   

48. ―Sienna,‖ Sinskey 

interrupted. ―It‘s late. We 

need to go. But before we 

do, I need to clarify one 

more thing. You have told 

me repeatedly tonight that 

Bertrand was not an evil 

man that he beloved 

humankind, and that he 

simply longed so deeply to 

save our species that he 

was able to rationalize 

The end  



 

 

 

taking such drastic 

measures.‖ (page 326) 

49. They stood for a long 

while, looked in an 

embrace that neither 

seemed willing to end. 

Finally, Langdon spoke. 

―There‘s and ancient 

saying often attributed to 

Dante himself‖ He paused. 

“Remember tonight for 

it’s the beginning of 

forever.” (page 328) 

The shine when Sienna 

and Zobrist make a love. 

(1:21:33/2:01:40) 

There is the romantic 

moment in novel and 

film; when Robert 

Langdon expressed his 

felling for Sienna 

using Dante poetry in 

novel, and when 

Zobrist express his 

felling for Sienna. 

They make a love in 

film.  

50. The funeral for Ignazio 

Busoni was just getting 

under way as Robert 

Langdon Slipped into the 

cathedral and found a seat, 

pleased that Ignazios‘s life 

was to be memorialized 

here, in the timeless 

The end  



 

 

 

basilica that he had looked 

after for so many years. 

(page 329)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix II 

The writer found out the data from the audiences‘ commentary in YouTube. 

There is commentary of Inferno‘s trailer. Inferno-official trailer (HD) which 

11.301.966 times watched, 2, 3 thousand commentaries, 22.000 likes, and 1,1 

thousand who do not like it in YouTube by Sony Pictures Entertainment. 

The audiences‘ commentary contains pro, contra and neutral comments in 

YouTube as follow:  
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